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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

That the West has made serious strategic errors in its support of Ukraine are now becoming more

obvious by the day. According to recent media reports, the U.S. is using uno>cial back channels to

secure crucial supplies from Russia, while publicly talking about tough sanctions. This somewhat

embarrassing development was reported by Bloomberg, June 13, 2022, which noted:

"The US government is quietly encouraging agricultural and shipping companies to buy and

carry more Russian fertilizer, according to people familiar with the efforts, as sanctions

fears have led to a sharp drop in supplies, fueling spiraling global food costs.

The effort is part of complex and diAcult negotiations underway involving the United

Nations to boost deliveries of fertilizer, grain and other farm products from Russia and

Ukraine that have been disrupted by President Vladimir Putin's invasion of his southern

neighbor.

US and European oAcials have accused the Kremlin of using food as a weapon, preventing

Ukraine from exporting. Russia denies that even as it has attacked key ports, blaming the

shipment disruptions on sanctions imposed by the US and its allies over the invasion.

The EU and the US have built exemptions into their restrictions on doing business with

Russia to allow trade in fertilizer, of which Moscow is a key global supplier.

But many shippers, banks and insurers have been staying away from the trade out of fear

they could inadvertently fall afoul of the rules. Russian fertilizer exports are down 24% this

year. US oAcials, surprised by the extent of the caution, are in the seemingly paradoxical

position of looking for ways to boost them."

Biting the Hand That Feeds

All of this is starting to look like a combination of "biting the hand that feeds you" and "cutting off

your nose to spite your face." On the one hand, the West wants to appear tough on Russia by issuing

trade embargoes, sanctions  and bans on investments, while simultaneously being more or less

dependent on Russia for essential commodities such as oil, gas, food and fertilizer components.

As a result, the Russian ruble is now the strongest it's been in seven years. It's so strong, the central

bank in Russia is actually taking steps to weaken it, as they fear an excessively strong currency will

make Russian exports less competitive.  Meanwhile, the U.S. dollar is in the toilet and getting

weaker by the day.

According to Bloomberg,  the Kremlin now wants the Biden administration to provide assurances to

buyers and shippers of Russian fertilizer and grain that they aren't subject to sanctions.

This, Bloomberg notes, appears to be a condition to release shipments of Ukrainian farm products

as well. Ivan Timofeev, a sanctions specialist at the Kremlin-founded Russian International Affairs

Council told Bloomberg:

"For Russia, it's really important that U.S. authorities send a clear signal that these deals

are permitted and in the interest of global food security and they shouldn't refuse to carry

them out."

An estimated 25 million tons of grain, sunTower oil and other commodities are reportedly stuck in

Ukraine due to security fears in ports and shipping lanes. Countries that have the most to lose by

this, being the largest importers of Ukrainian grain, include Egypt, Indonesia, Bangladesh, Pakistan

and Turkey.

Who's Getting Hurt?

The questions that Western leaders seem unwilling to answer are "who beneXts and who gets

hurt?" Right now, most of what they've done have only helped strengthen Russia's position, while

placing their own citizens in harm's way.

Shortages of energy and food and rising inTation now loom large around the world, which could

have catastrophic consequences for the average person, without doing one lick to pressure Putin to

pull back from Ukraine. Basically, American and European citizens are the ones being punished,

through higher prices on food and energy, while Russia is reaping mostly beneXts.

According to Radio Free Europe,  Russia has "nearly doubled its income from energy sales to the

EU" since it entered Ukraine, this despite the fact that the EU cut its oil imports by 20% and coal by

40%.

Research by Center for Research on Energy and Clean Air (CREA) released on April 28, 2022,

showed "soaring prices have more than compensated Russia for the loss in sales volume due to

sanctions," Radio Free Europe writes. China and India have also increased their imports from

Russia.

Corporate Self-Sanctioning Was a Bad Move

The new corporate trend to make political statements at every opportunity is also backXring and

worsening the situation. As reported by Bloomberg, June 14, 2022:

"OAcials were initially impressed by the willingness of companies from BP Plc. to

McDonald's Corp. to abruptly 'self-sanction,' sometimes selling assets at Sre-sale prices.

But the administration was caught off-guard by the potential knock-on effects — from

supply chain bottlenecks to uninsurable grain exports — due to the companies' decisions to

leave, according to people familiar with internal discussions ...

So while Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy has urged US businesses to cease

operations in Russia, telling a joint session of Congress that the Russian market was

'Wooded with our blood,' the Biden administration has been encouraging some commerce,

including for agriculture, medicine and telecommunications."

Here's the key problem: The decision of some 1,000 companies to "self-sanction" and drop their

business in Russia has now actually become a barrier to diplomatic resolution.

“ With so many private companies choosing to
make political statements rather than just running
a business, diplomatic negotiations are now
actually hampered, because these companies have
eliminated a lot of the leverage that the promise to
lift sanctions could bring.”

Sanctions are a popular tool because it outsources government policy to the private sector. Once

warring sides decide to meet at the negotiation table, the promise to eliminate sanctions can act as

a strong incentive to end the violence.

Alas, with so many private companies choosing to make political statements rather than just

running a business — selling burgers to hungry Russians, or whatever — diplomatic negotiations are

now actually hampered, because these companies have eliminated a lot of the leverage that the

promise to lift sanctions could bring.

They left voluntarily, spitefully, and not because government sanctions legally prevented them from

doing business there. As a result, the "carrot" of lifting sanctions doesn't have the same bargaining

power. As explained by Bloomberg:

"It's hard even to offer that [removal of sanctions] as a potential beneSt of entering into

negotiations because much of the pullout by American businesses has been self-inWicted.

Companies could face public blowback if they are seen as rushing back into the Russian

market ...

[L]onger-term, the US may undercut its 'soft power' in Russia by abandoning the local

market to brands from other countries — or even to Russian Srms that are snapping up

company assets at little or no cost. The departure of high-proSle US Srms 'does some

psychological harm to Russia, psychological injury,' Smith said. But 'at the end of the day, is

removing elements of US soft power where the US wants to be?'"

Moralism Fail

In the Jimmy Dore Show video in the section above, Dore expands on this, quoting some tweets by

independent journalist Glenn Greenwald. In one June 14, 2022, tweet, Greenwald commented on

the Bloomberg story:

"The problem from the start was the obligatory moralism narrative didn't help decipher

what policies would and wouldn't work. And that was as intended: there was so much to

debate and question about US policy, but it was barred. Anyone who tried was maligned as

a Russian stooge."

Why the Ukraine War Is a Scam

The Jimmy Dore Show above discusses journalist Wolfram Weimer's appearance on German

television, in which he boldly contradicts the o>cial narrative about the Ukraine conTict.

Weimer points out that while the German chancellor "is working with this language template:

'Russia must not win this war, Ukraine must win,'" it's clear that Russia has already won the war and

Ukraine doesn't stand a chance. So, where is this headed, politically? Weimer wonders. "Since we

cannot win this war, we have to end it as quickly as possible," he adds.

The fact that Western supporters of Ukraine have not yet stepped up to help Ukraine negotiate a

peace deal is instructive in and of itself. What could that mean? Well, for starters, it's an ominous

indication that it's all about greasing the wheels of war.

Time and again, the U.S. has entered into intentionally unwinnable conTicts that have but one real

purpose: To funnel taxpayer dollars into the private military industrial complex. Almost all of the

$40 billion "Ukraine aid" package, for example, went straight to weapons manufacturers.

It can be tempting to jump on the "support Ukraine" bandwagon, but it would be far more useful to

try to really understand the deeper forces at play. More often than not, war is about keeping the

weapons industry Tush with cash.

In the Xnal analysis, that's typically what decades-long, drawn-out unwinnable conTicts are all

about, and in this case, it seems NATO is trying to take advantage of the situation by dragging it out

as long as possible. Let's not forget that NATO allies actually circumvented an arms embargo

against Russia, supplying it with weapons as recently as 2020. In an exclusive report, The

Telegraph reported:

"France and Germany armed Russia with €273 million (£230 million) of military hardware

now likely being used in Ukraine, an EU analysis shared with The Telegraph has revealed.

They sent equipment, which included bombs, rockets, missiles and guns, to Moscow

despite an EU-wide embargo on arms shipments to Russia, introduced in the wake of its

2014 annexation of Crimea.

The European Commission was this month forced to close a loophole in its blockade after

it was found that at least 10 member states exported almost €350 million (£294 million) in

hardware to Vladimir Putin's regime.

Some 78% of that total was supplied by German and French Srms ... Alongside bombs,

rockets and torpedoes, French Srms sent thermal imaging cameras for more than 1,000

Russian tanks as well as navigation systems for Sghter jets and attack helicopters."

Meanwhile, both Germany and France have been reluctant to provide Ukraine with high-powered

arms. So, is it really about helping the people of Ukraine, or is it about squeezing out money for the

military industrial complex? Many nations have sent what amounts to antiquated cast-offs to

Ukraine, including old Soviet-era tanks.

The mishmash of weaponry from different countries and eras make for a logistical nightmare, but it

allows countries to virtue signal, wave the Tag of solidarity, and justify a new surge of military

spending to rebuild their own armaments. Dump the old in Ukraine and reXll with the latest and

greatest. Quite the racket.

War as a Source of ProLt Endangers ConMict Resolution

It's high time the world starts to realize that most wars have a proXt motive behind them. Not

always, but often enough. As noted in "ProXts of War: Corporate BeneXciaries of the Post-9/11

Pentagon Spending Surge," a 2021 report by the Watson Institute and Center for International

Policy:

"The United States government's reaction to the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 led

to dramatic increases in Pentagon funding and revenues for weapons contractors. While

the costs and consequences of America's war policies of the twenty-Srst century have been

well-documented, the question of who has proSted from this approach has received less

attention.

Corporations large and small have been, by far, the largest beneSciaries of the post-9/11

surge in military spending. Since the start of the war in Afghanistan, Pentagon spending

has totaled over $14 trillion, one-third to one-half of which went to defense contractors.

Some of these corporations earned proSts that are widely considered legitimate. Other

proSts were the consequence of questionable or corrupt business practices that amount to

waste, fraud, abuse, price-gouging or proSteering.

The Pentagon's increasing reliance on private contractors in the post-9/11 period raises

multiple questions of accountability, transparency, and effectiveness. This is problematic

because privatizing key functions can reduce the U.S. military's control of activities that

occur in war zones while increasing risks of waste, fraud and abuse.

Additionally, that the waging of war is a source of proSts can contradict the goal of having

the U.S. lead with diplomacy in seeking to resolve conWicts.

More broadly, the outsized inWuence of defense contractors has resulted in a growing

militarization of American society. This is manifested in everything from the Pentagon's

receipt of the lion's share of the federal discretionary budget — more than half — to the

supply of excess military equipment to state and local law enforcement agencies."

Bankers Also ProLt From War

Contractors aren't the only ones that can cash in on war. Did you know, for example, that Goldman

Sachs, the New York-based investment bank, is proXting from the war in Ukraine by selling Russian

debt? In March 2022, NBC News reported:

"As the Western world scrambles to defend Ukraine by locking down Russian money, the

company is acting as a broker between Moscow's creditors and U.S. investors, pitching

clients on the opportunity to take advantage of Russia's war-crippled economy by buying

its debt securities low now and selling them high later, according to four Snancial world

sources familiar with the strategy.

An investor who declined a Goldman trader's offer to add Russian debt to his hedge fund's

portfolio — because of the war — said the trader suggested he could 'just put it in your

personal account' to avoid scrutiny. That does not violate the U.S. sanctions regime, but it

is very different from the public face Goldman is putting on its relationship with Russia ...

When U.S. oAcials sanctioned Russian banks this month, it became illegal for U.S.

companies to do business directly with major Russian Snancial institutions. But the

Treasury Department's OAce of Foreign Assets Control, or OFAC, issued a memo aArming

the legal legitimacy of trading Russian assets in "secondary markets" — those not directly

involving the Russian banks. That's why Goldman can act as a broker ...

Goldman's effort to proSt from the war highlights the complexities the Biden administration

faces in trying to punish Russia without harming Wall Street and the economies of the U.S.

and its allies. And it is a stark reminder that no asset is too toxic to be traded when there

are willing buyers, sellers and brokers."

There's More to the Story
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The U.S. is using uno>cial back channels to secure crucial supplies from Russia, while publicly talking about being tough on sanctions#

On the one hand, the West wants to appear tough on Russia by issuing trade embargoes, sanctions and bans on investments, while simultaneously

being more or less dependent on Russia for essential commodities such as oil, gas, food and fertilizer components

#

As a result, shortages of energy and food and rising inTation now loom large around the world, which could have catastrophic consequences for the

average person, without doing anything to pressure Putin to pull out of Ukraine. In fact, the Russian ruble is now the strongest it’s been in seven years

#

The corporate trend to make political statements at every opportunity is also backXring and worsening the situation. The decision of some 1,000

companies to “self-sanction” and drop their business in Russia has now actually become a barrier to diplomatic resolution

#

Most wars are a means to an end, and that end is corporate proXts. The Ukraine conTict appears to be more of the same, as NATO warns we should

expect a long, protracted war, and that we must continue to supply Ukraine with weapons
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There's More to the Story

In this case, Russia appears to have had at least some justiXcation for its actions. In a June 14,

2022, article  in The Guardian, Angela Giuffrida summarized comments made by Pope Francis

during an interview with the Jesuit magazine La Civiltà Cattolica.

While the pontiff condemned the "ferocity and cruelty of the Russian troops," he added that Putin's

invasion of Ukraine was "perhaps somehow either provoked or not prevented," and we should resist

the temptation to think of the conTict in terms of "good versus evil."

He explained he'd met an unnamed head of state some months earlier, who told him "he was very

worried about how NATO was moving." When Francis asked why, the head of state replied, "They are

barking at the gates of Russia. They don't understand that the Russians are imperial and can't have

any foreign power getting close to them."

Indeed, shortly before Russia's launch of its "special military operation" in Ukraine, Putin had

demanded NATO rule out allowing Ukraine — which shares a border with Russia — into the alliance.

In June 2022, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov told the BBC:

"We declared a special military operation because we had absolutely no other way of

explaining to the West that dragging Ukraine into NATO was a criminal act."

Russia has also accused Ukraine of conducting dangerous bioweapons research on behalf of the

U.S. I reviewed the evidence for this in "Bioweapons Expert Speaks Out about US Biolabs in

Ukraine." Thirdly, Russia has been critical and seemingly grown weary of Ukraine's attacks on native

Russians in the Donbas region, a conTict that has been ongoing since 2014. So, there's more to this

story than what the media are telling us.

What's the Real Motive for Keeping ConMict From Resolution?

If Russia suspected Ukraine was being groomed to be used against Russia, there's every reason to

suspect a diplomatic solution is available. Why not give Russia the assurances it wants that Ukraine

won't be used against it? The fact that Ukrainian supporters send weapons rather than diplomats

therefore raises questions about motives.

As recently as June 19, NATO chief Jens Stoltenberg warned the Ukraine war "could last for years,"

and that Western nations "must prepare to continue supporting Ukraine" — "Even if the costs are

high, not only for military support, [but] also because of rising energy and food prices."

U.K. Prime Minister Boris Johnson has issued the same warning.  So, ask yourself: Is NATO

interested in negotiating peace and saving lives by ending the violence? Or is it merely taking

advantage of the conTict to keep the war machine, the war industry, going, for as long as possible?

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,792 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Ukraine is the globalist HQ. Some operations they do there: - Money laundering for various deep states in various countries. - Bio

Weapons research - Pentagon admitted there are 46 U.S. bio weapons research labs there. Many of them run by the CIA - Human

tra>cking hub, including children. - Baby farms - babies for sale on black market. God only knows what else was going on there. The

Ukrainian military and Azov n@zis were attacking the Ukrainian people and blaming it on Russia, as well as using the people as human

shields. Russia and Putin are actually the good guys on this one.
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TRUE.
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Yup. Here's proof - secularheretic.substack.com/.../pharmacogenomics-toxicogenomics  

secularheretic.substack.com/p/black-and-veatch-metabiota-hunter
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agree 100%
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Looking at the history of Ukraine it should be renamed Khazaria, not just the home of the Khazarian MaXa but the birthplace of

the K.M , the successor to Babylonian/Talmudic regime and it's anti human globalist control agenda that created our current

immoral Xnancial systems.
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The following link is blocked on social media. You can't even send it as a private message on Facebook.

 www.veteranstoday.com/2022/03/10/the-hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-..
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"Russia and Putin are actually the good guys on this one..." Seriously?? Evil is thriving on both "sides", the US has an atrocious

history of invading many countries to obtain/maintain dominance and power, that is true. Russia? Putin? No better. People who

despise the US including its own citizens, feel betrayed, and are seduced to supporting the current enemy, ie Russia. Wisdom

lies in supporting PEACE, all violence is wrong and thus war cannot be supported. Focus on Peace, health, well-being, and

Solutions!
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There has been no miscalculation: the destruction of both the Western and Eastern powers by mutual annihilation is part of The Great

Reset agenda. If it goes nuclear, then that's all the better as far as they're concerned. You don't believe it? Haven't they already shown

their intention to murder billions with bio-weapons and The Green New Deal?
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Is there any government or corporation that is not corrupt? These entities are sloppy drunk with seemingly limitless power. Where are

the uprisings??? Come on peasants let’s go after these turds, remove them then restore our constitution with individual states rights

and start over. This nonsense is so extremely top heavy it’s soon to collapse from it’s own weight. Either we restructure before or after

but restructure is on the way. Do you want these bozos building back better corruption or do you want ethical, moral leadership based

on spiritual principles? I’m not religious nor promoting religion yet there are spiritual principles at play that must be respected and

implemented for our success. Grab your pitchforks and meet me in the market square!
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You are right on all counts Kat. I'm not religious either but the decline of Christianity has been disastrous for Western

civilization. Most people need something, and Christianity in spite of its faults was mostly a force for good, what's replaced it is

purely destructive.
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Please sort out the US, we need to sort out the UK too but here we do not have a constitution, gun rights, freedom of speech, the

right to self defence and have no idea what our rights under the law may be. We have persecuted Julian Assange, using the US

extradition as a pretect. PLEASE sort out the US and then help us in the UK.
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Christianity is pure and unadulterated. Man made religions corrupt it.
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Catndognco, our US Constitution was a spIritually inspired document. Thank God we can still invoke it. And yes, contrary to

popular belief as written here on this forum, I indeed have seen powers that be stand down when it has been invoked.
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Damn kat, very well said!!
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Sort out the US and UK? Waste of time. Don't get me started about "Christianity insanity". What does history show? So called

Christianity is more blood-guilty than any other religion. Anyone that doubts that fact needs to read history. The blood runs

deep. The judgement is impending.
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This; and practically everything else that's going on, is nothing more than a distraction (especially the covid fraud), to keep the masses

from seeing the looming threat...the fact that this entire civilization is about to collapse and life as we've known it, is already over! Do

people even know how to read? Did they see Dr. Ryan Cole's quote from yesterday? -- "I thought, wait a minute, you can't vaccinate

against corona viruses!" he says. "This family of viruses is not amenable to vaccination, based on mutation rates. So, my concern was

very high, early on." -- In other words; covid is a total fraud and ALL of the mutations/variants are coming from the injections (the

Synthetic Spike Protein)!

The covid "measures" are going to be reinstated sooner than I had predicted. The rhetoric from the MSM and the "health authorities"

tells me that the masks could be back on before August - just in time for another "Heat Dome". Suffocating from the combination of

the mask and the heat is what will kill many people - not the heat alone and deXnitely not the covid monster! They 'claim' that the covid

scariants are getting out of control and we're facing a 'third' Omicron wave. It seems I missed the Xrst two waves - again! Never

underestimate the power of evil!
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It seems there are constantly stacked crises. Stacked, and the action packed "Thriller" never seems to stop. It is no thrill at

all...not at all! This is oppression and itself is a tactic. The Xrst step is for people to recognize it as a tactic, and refuse to give it

energy. Then it will fail.
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Hi Randy, here are several timely ones for ya: "WEF Forum Calls For "Recalibrate of Human Rights" - -

www.bitchute.com/.../RijViqQ0jFUi  and this one from Ben Swan: "U.S. Sanctions Failing, Russian Ruble Strongest Currency In

the World This Year" - - www.bitchute.com/.../rswteVZykQds  - - failures on top of backXring...seems economic warfare doesn't

work anymore.
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Mirandola; It now looks as if they aren't even going to wait for the fall. Read this article from yesterday. They are moving fast!

theprovince.com/health/local-health/covid-19-third-omicron-has-begun-i..
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Russia vs. NATO, "Jab" vs "Antivaxer", Trump vs Biden, Gun Control vs 2nd Amendment, Abortion vs Right-to-Life -- all follow the

same playbook. The Fake Binary.  In the end, it is about Power and Control - expanded by The Powers That Be. "The Function of

the Fake Binary"  www.theburningplatform.com/2022/05/26/the-function-of-the-fake-binary/   Hard to win a war when you are

always Xghting the wrong enemy. We are being played.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast, as disgusting as it really is, believe it or not I began to laugh at the sheer gullibility of all. How long can this game

continue before people Xnally catch on? What fools these mortals be! WAKE UP!!!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2022 8:08:58 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mirandola: "How long can this game continue before people Xnally catch on?" Well...it will soon be three years of this idiocy;

millions of people are still wearing the harmful but useless masks and keeping their distance from people they pass and the

PCR test that we know has no ability to prove infection, is still being used to inTate the numbers and keep this fraud going, in

perpetuity. I'm still not sick! Keep in mind that many facilities have been/are being built, to manufacture hundreds of million

more mRNA shots - for every disease imaginable. This evil will continue.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2022 8:28:22 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, I love it. Enjoy life outdoors- for now! Wear a mask- but don't stop living! If it wasn't so sad, it would be hilarious. If

everyone refused to comply, they would all see how insanely ridiculous it all is. But don't forget to get those booster shots!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2022 8:29:25 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brianallen, I now know of someone whose TWO friends died after the booster shot! Someone else has a cousin who went into a

three month coma after the "Vax" ! Safe, effective, of course (sarcasm intended). Just trust those who hurl constant

melodramas at you. Time for a change? You are right,a s soon as the people stop engaging, then the whole saga will end. The

power rests with us.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2022 9:07:25 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brian; that was my point in posting that. Irony to the max! Also; make sure to run and cycle with the mask on...you don't want to

be breathing in too much of that oxygen. There's a chance that it could reach your brain! Who knows what that could do to you!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2022 9:21:27 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My favorite meme is an image of a person driving a car alone wearing a mask. To the side is Rod Serling with the quote "

Imagine an animal so stupid it restricts it's oxygen".

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2022 10:08:06 AM
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brianallen1 - I like it. "The Twilight Zone." Many people just don't trust themselves and their discernment for reality.  "We will

know that we have succeeded when everything the public believes is false"--William Casey, Former CIA Director

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2022 11:41:36 AM
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Veganarchist
Joined On 11/29/2014 4:24:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast: You nailed it!!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2022 12:55:45 PM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brian; I cycled out to do some grocery shopping this morning. There was no shortage of Delusional Drivers, all muzzled up!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2022 12:56:07 PM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a high school reunion coming up that I decided not to attend. Most everyone there seems to have taken the jab and there

will be some mask wearers. It would just break my heart to see something like that. Where I live all my friends are unvaxed and

have half a brain. I don't want to go back to my childhood area and see the carnage of this psyop.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2022 1:15:06 PM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"I decided not to attend". You made the right decision, Brian. You'd have nothing in common.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2022 1:18:38 PM
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brianallen1 you need to attend. To not attend would be a concession to the deception. The spike protein is the toxin. "THE SPIKE

PROTEIN, THE AMYLOID CASCADE AND INFLAMMATION"

 wmcresearch.substack.com/p/the-spike-protein-the-amyloid-cascade

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2022 3:48:18 PM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not only do most wars have a proXt motive behind them, but the Massive World Banks, the Central Banks "own" both horses in the

race. The horses, the jockeys, the tracks, the parking lot, concession stands so to speak. They "win" no matter happens to lands or

peoples who live on them. Change the mission, Co-create with Creation and regenerate the deserts into Living Green Spaces. A new &

healthy course will never come from the top down, it will come from us. The bottom up, because whether we follow their dictates, or

do it on our own, we end up doing it all anyway. If we make poisitive headway, the Predator$ will break their necks to attempt to get out

front and claim it was all because of their efforts. They have too. If they don't outTank, redirect, misdirect all back into their Ponzi

Schemes, Debt/Slave systems, their Power & Control systems all become impotent.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2022 5:12:40 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RIGHT ON JUSTSTEVE!!! WOO HOOO HOO WAY TO GO!!!! I love the model of do-it-yourself peace here! This is great! And

further, if we refuse to be the hand that claps back, then the mission will fall. Yes I agree with you that if we use our own land for

green purposes, we can help. Further, we can starve the beast at least in part, by becoming self employed and claiming every

single legal tax writeoff that we can. And make sure any stocks are invested by ethical investors, or talk to one's investor and

redirect the stocks away from those which feed this beast.

I urge parents to teach their children that money can be used for good instead of evil and proXts can be made from doing good.

Ethics are key in life, if we look out for each other we have a good world. If we don't, we have a horrible world, the choice is ours.

We can do our part, and if we all do, there can be at least partial solutions! Every bit helps. Thank you for being part of the

solution Just, and for suggesting it, here! Appreciation!!! :-)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2022 7:16:51 AM
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ursulariches
Joined On 6/25/2013 7:18:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do know this, the Russian soldiers are great and kind but this is inTuenced from the TOP as well as the bottom. A great

headmaster can and does make for a good school, a teacher can not change it, the pupils cannot change it either. You are right

but not totally right.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2022 7:25:22 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ursulariches, I react to that. HOGWASH! People have power of choice. "The devil made me do it" "I was just following orders"

yeah right. If people operate from the core of ethical conviction, and if enough hands refuse to clap back, then we can and we

will win. The headmaster has no power ---zero----unless others cooperate. If we are responsible for our impact in life, then

which choice are we going to make? "Be not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good" said Jesus. This is our life's work.

Peace, be well.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2022 7:34:54 AM
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ICONOCLAST
Joined On 9/26/2009 5:27:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Russian soldiers are gentle and kind? Which end of your alimentary canal are you talking from? ALL soldiers are brainwashed

cowards that think they have guts but follow the mantra kill kill kill. I've just noticed Forbidden healings post below which seems

to put pour oil on troubled waters of the Xery stupidity of nationalism and taking sides when dogs are Xghting.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/5/2022 4:33:08 AM
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/06/no_author/those-nefarious-neocons-and-thei..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2022 7:51:49 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its nice writing, and you really want to listen to this June 18 interview, epicure posted somewhere above: It’s Not a Turndown, It’s

a Takedown  Catherine Austin Fitts - rumble.com/v18ucqx-its-not-a-recession-its-a-takedown-catherine-austin..  - note the

points made about a serious governance problem in her summation, starting at about the 45 minute mark. Nothing is exactly

new, except for urgency in understanding what is wrong with the current system, so not Xghting shadows on the wall,

distractions to the main issues.
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BeatriceW
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:25:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been following Gonzalo Lira on Twitter - @GonzaloLira1968. He is in Kharkov. Also Alexander Mercouris on You Tube. Both have

very sensible things to say.
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Johnny The K
Joined On 10/11/2007 8:50:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Try Larry C Johnson; ,try The Dreizen Report; Alexander M is "The Duran"; try Redacted.Inc for the straight scoop including

Gonza)o Lira! All are excellent and on "target"; on the money with what's actually happening. It ain't pablum that MSM spouts!

Love the comments section here at Dr Mercola!
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capri6
Joined On 7/20/2011 6:14:32 PM
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"Hundreds of Ukrainian mines Toating in the Black Sea threaten to halt tens of millions of tons of grain from being exported. Ukrainian

o>cials claim it would take six months to clear the mines, something which directly contradicts the long-held claim that Russia’s naval

blockade is preventing the export of wheat." www.globalresearch.ca/millions-of-tons-of-grain-exports-zelenskys-dela..  "From the start

of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, Western media have systematically misrepresented developments on the battleXeld.

Time and again, major media organizations, including The New York Times and The Guardian, have cited military experts’ from NATO

armies and o>cials from the US, British and Ukrainian governments—none of whom constitute objective sources—to support the false

claim that Ukraine is either winning the war or has battled Russian forces to a standstill."

www.globalresearch.ca/ukraine-war-western-media-have-systematically-mi..  Deception in Ukraine - the media have been using old

pictures of explosions to deceive everyone into believing they're taking place in Ukraine now. stopworldcontrol.com/ukraine
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The sanctions against Russia and money printing to help Ukraine serve to further the economic assault, further impoverishing

people through inTation. This will allow them to blame the looming economic collapse on covid and the war. They want as many

people impoverished as possible so they can get them to accept the universal basic income in order to hop them onto their

control and track system. This is all part of the great reset.
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Capri6 - Nice catches, I lost the link about the Toating mines, however, recently at least one ship carrying grain may have Xnally

left the harbor...small wonder it got stopped before approaching its Xrst port by Turkish customs authorities:

www.bbc.com/.../world-europe-62010113
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It's more important that the US get out of Ukraine than Russia withdraw. The end goal for Russia was complete independence of the

Donbass region from Ukraine, acceptance that Crimea was legitimately annexed to Russia through a plebiscite, not military force, and

a neutral Ukraine that is not loaded with US weapons on Russia's borders. These are reasonable expectations, and surely could have

been handled through diplomacy. Claims by warmongers in the US that Putin's end goal is to reestablish the Soviet Union are patently

false. In my lifetime the US has militarily invaded one country after the next in an unending stream of wars. If the US had not meddled

in Ukraine politics and installed a puppet government in Ukraine in 2014, none of this would have happened.

Russian forces in Ukraine are essentially a Peace Keeping mission if you apply the same standards to Russia that the US has applied

to itself. Russia has successfully liberated the Donbass, and is almost certainly to ultimately be successful in neutralizing Ukraine. The

US lost the Vietnam War, and has accomplished nothing in any of the other wars it has been involved in for over half a century. The

quickest end to this would be for the US to withdraw completely from Ukraine, and not offer Ukraine any Xnancial or military support

whatsoever. At that point the US should try to re-establish some good will toward Russia, which will be hard given the US's track record

of dishonesty not only toward Russia, but toward its own citizens. For the record I am a successful former US Pear Corps Volunteer in

Micronesia I.
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Yes? This actually started in 2005, when the US was brought in to help close down abandoned bioweapons laboratories in

Ukraine. Guess what happened? Am still not sure how Hunter Biden's company ended up shuttling funding to these operations.
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Veganarchist
Joined On 11/29/2014 4:24:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

EFI, Wise advice!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2022 10:57:44 AM
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Blah, blah, blah, gas prices, inTation, the economy, it's all Russia's fault. They launched an unprovoked war and might go nuclear, blah,

blah, blah. No you a-holes lets start with the 5 trillion infusion money for the Globalist cronies out of thin air (as always) during the

Great Direct Reset. Ya think that might have a bit of an inTationary effect? Russia unprovoked? Dozens of biolabs next door and ever

more NATO missiles along their border pointing in their direction. Unless "we" launch them Xrst, Russia won't go nuclear. They don't

have to "we" are the more desperate ones and as already stated many times, the controllers proXt no matter who wins.

 rumble.com/v18ucqx-its-not-a-recession-its-a-takedown-catherine-austin..
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rrealrose
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epi-cure, thanks for your excellent link. Am about half way through...references to this end of July 2021 symposium:

doctors4covidethics.org/symposium
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rose, I tell ya, yur nothing but trouble, never without an armload of more homework. But it's a good Xt as I detest complacency,

don't mind trouble and take comfort knowing that there are other curious minds oasis in this depraved thought desert society

we live in. Thanks for the info avalanche. Be well !
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epi-cure, thanks? Ha ha, more on target, and better! CA Fitts makes several important points near the end of your interview

about how to Xght a governance problem. Need to listen again after the 45 minute mark...
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galegalek
Joined On 9/28/2014 5:34:57 AM
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Have you ever wondered why we've never heard president of Ukraine ask for bandages and food for his people? Just money.
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rplende
Joined On 2/1/2021 4:00:06 AM
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You would have to be living in Cloud Cuckoo land to not realize that this whole Ukraine/Russia debacle was both premeditated and

initiated by the same Globalist, Wall St/City of London crowd that brought you the War on Terror, the Fakedemic etc. etc. The quote

from the above article "Most wars are a means to an end, and that end is corporate proXts" was spot on and says it all. Most of the

global dilemmas, real or hyped, are brought to us by this mob of lunatic megalomaniacs.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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The USA is The Government Of the Corporations, By the Corporations, and For the Corporations. If we want true independence,

then we must Xnd a way to starve that beast and to revise in good ways. "Be not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good"

said Jesus. Need we say any more? (FYI I am not Christian, I am quoting this because I believe in its wisdom and truth).
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Joined On 6/25/2013 7:18:23 AM
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Clever person who notes the city of London as being blameworthy, the US gets ALL of the blame. Boris is whooping in delight as

his dividends from his shares soar, as are the other politicians, civil service, banksters and deepstate. Those weapons packages

are a parasitical curse on the ordinary people who pay for them and for the proXts. Hopefully, Russia and China will roll out

some kind of currency that all of the world can use instead of the 666 chip, mark of the beast.
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brianallen1
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Yes Mirandola. We never had a country in our lifetimes. It became a corporation in 1870, lost its currency in 1913 through the

banksters and has been bankrupted since 1933. Everyone loves to follow a leader. I have never understood why. There is none

righteous, not one. There is none honest, ethical or altruistic, not one. The entire system must be eliminated. People must learn

and accept THEY and they alone are 100% responsible for themselves. It is known as self rule, sovereignty. It is the design of

the Republic which lasted less than 100 years until 1870.

We are created to be truly free as our Creator designed. Freedom does not come from a man made, people designed, people

ruling over others government. The only "freedom" any of us has ever experienced has been government granted "privileges"

which is the opposite of freedom. People must stop insisting they need a corrupt government to rule over them and do their

thinking for them. Self governance starts AND ENDS at the local level. C'mon man! You don't need someone and some evil

organization in the District of Columbia (not a part of America) controlling your every move.

Do you think they are operating in your own best interests? I do not care what occurs outside the county I live in. Because we

have surrendered local control to corrupt federal power I am affected by such things a gas prices but I don't care if DC burns

completely to the ground. I can only live my life and control my life locally. Start today. Declare your independence from this evil

madness.DO NOT COMPLY.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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City of London has nothing to do with England. It is separate just as the Vatican and District of Columbia are from their

countries. London: center of WORLD Commerce. DC: WORLD Military. Vatican: WORLD Religion.
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So there wasn't shortages and inTation before the war? The war is why Biden closed the Keystone pipeline, and fuel prices

skyrocketed? The war is why food processing plants keep burning down? Wow, didn't know Russia has that much power! (Just in case,

yes this is meant to be sarcasm).
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One lesson my h.s. history teacher often emphasized... No one wins in war. Some just lose less than others. Perhaps one factor

underlying the mess the world is in is the Biden administration returning us to energy dependency on foreign nations. All our national

needs rely on an adequate and secure energy supply. By fall, you should have a strategy to heat your home and either facilitate or

minimize your travel. Being retired or not needing to travel to a daily job is an advantage. In our case, if worse came to worse, we

would need gas to run the generator once a month to reXll water tanks. Once full, they operate by gravity Tow (downhill). It would save

hauling water from the creek and purifying it.

Wind power not poss. Our heat source will be a wood stove. We have basic solar lighting, but it would help to adjust our schedule to do

more work during daylight hours. I do not like kerosene lamps. I have an alternative laundry situation, if necessary. I still want to use an

electric stove--esp. for pressure canning. Otherwise, cooking on a wood stove is not impossible. I could build an outdoor oven from

avail materials, etc. I would miss my computer. We can rely on deer to keep our small lawn mowed. ; - ) We all need to return to victory

gardens. During WWII, 55% of the food in the US was home-grown. What has been done before can be done again.

It can be done even better. There is a lot of public land that could be used for community gardens. Also, unused land owned by

corporations, schools and churches. People also need to learn to recognize, prepare and preserve wild foods. I am appalled at the

amount of fruit that goes to waste even in cities because people are too lazy to pick a tree in their own yard. You will Xnd homes in

many older neighborhoods have fruit trees. Be prepared to take care of your own household as more and more systems collapse.

There is still some time left to work hard and be prepared for what lies ahead... but not for much longer
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The Arms Trade win in ALL wars. They want and cause wars so as to keep their proXts going. They are the people who caused

this war against Russia and who are working hard to keep it going as long as possible. But these Hato thugs are going to lose

spectacularly. The RF will win against all the "West". Hato will lose all credibility.
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Robin and all... I have often thought there was an ongoing series of wars to proXt certain people with power. Starting new wars.

(I think a study of the history of CIA actions will lend credibility to this.) I have even wondered if it is as simple as "drawing a

number" to see which nations will be used to enter a conTict next. Perhaps, just as Spain was a testing ground for WWII

weapons and strategy, Ukraine is a testing ground for WWIII? The sad thing is that nations could often gain more thru

cooperation and economic development than warfare. This is not to say the people of Ukraine have not been persecuted. It is

the people who suffer thru no fault of their own. Even the Russian conscripts from age 16-65 who have no military training and

often no weapons or protective gear. History is repeated many times over.
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Almond, thank you for always being part of the solution and in a spirit of positivity. I am voting your thread up the aisle, and

hope others will do the same. Much appreciation! Also,regarding victory gardens and fruit trees, once mature those trees can

give so much one has to give a lot away. One can can, and can, and preserve, and still have ample left over. The same is true for

winter squash and zucchini. It is easy to plant enough that one has abundance left over to share even while supplying for

oneself. The winter squash can be stored for as long as three months under the ideal conditions and given fertile soil, can

produce abundantly.

One single pumpkin can feed an entire family with much left over, and one vine can make Xve to seven fruits apiece. With

enough varieties of winter squashes on one's land (plan either vertical climbing space or outward sprawling space on the

ground, ie one needs room) one can easily have a surplus. It is so nice to be able to share from one's garden. Share tasty recipes

to get people excited by it. We can indeed look out for ourselves and for others at the same time. And we can develop food

independence while staying healthy and eating truly gourmet if we are creative cooks. Thank you Almond!
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Mirandola and all... Thanks for the kind words. This is the worst gardening year I have ever seen. I always tell people to save

much more seed than they think they will need. I had to replant one garden 3x and then just Xll in a bit more yesterday. I hope

my big garden will do better. We expect many crop failures this year due to weather conditions beyond our control. My orchard

did not get pollinated, either. Nonetheless, knowing I may not be the best gardener, I always plant extra (some for the

rabbits?)--we are working hard this year.

"Plant a garden--feed a rabbit!" Eat rabbit, too! Even so, in spite of the worst gardening year, due to weather, that I have ever seen

in my lifetime, we will still eat well. Not only are we stocked up and prepared, but we make use of all avail resources and have a

good network. There is an abundance of wild food (esp. fruits) when domestic crops fail. I am already gleaning. We continue

Xshing. We found 9 species of wild mushrooms already this spring and I canned a lot.

There should be even more this fall--and many with therapeutic properties. Still eating garlic scapes. Not enough rhubarb for

processing, but plenty to eat every other day until berries came on. I will start picking lots of wild berries. People give us Xsh

(next recipe is pickled trout), honey, eggs, meat in fall after butchering. Still eating liver loaf sandwiches. Planning our next

Xshing trip. What more do we need if even half of our garden pulls thru? As you mention, there is zucchini.

I am surprised at what is thriving, though. You'd think in a spring of cold wet weather eggplant would die, but they are doing

well. Still, I anticipate many crop failures. We may not get everything, but we will still have a lot of good food to eat. Deer will be

fat by fall on all the tall grass. If you have home-brewed wine, venison, onions, mushrooms, herbs--and, literally, any other

vegetables--it makes an awesome stew (or 'Bourguignon'). Many have no meat. We are blesst
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Before you go and celebrate your freedom today, it is imperative you get the required dose of reality. Can you handle it? Everything you

ever needed to know about the world is summed up in the YT clip from the 1976 movie Network: "The World is a Corporation". Forgive

me for not knowing how to show the link. It is easily found on YT. Please report back after the lesson.
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Joined On 11/29/2014 4:24:02 AM
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brianallen1: Ah, "Network," Paddy Chayefsky's masterpiece! It was such a page turner for me, I read the novel in three days, and

in my opinion, the movie followed the story to a tee! As Benito Mussolini was quoted as saying, "Why do they call it fascism,

when they should call it corporatism?" It's the corporations calling the shots (and the infamous bankers) backed by the military

and "police", as proXts come before people. So many of you to thank for your understanding of the situation in Ukraine, and of

course for Mr. John Mearsheimer's article and for Dr. Mercola for posting it.

War is very proXtable for the armaments and related industries and their stockholders. Even during WW2, Brigadier General

Herbert C. Holdridge, who worked in Planning, in Wash. D.C. resigned his commission in 1944, in disgust, when he saw several

communiques that the Japan wanted to surrender under honorable conditions, and with keeping the Emperor in place, as they

knew they would lose, as they couldn't stop our bombings of their cities in Japan and blocked them from getting the needed oil

from Southeast Asia.

Holdridge was elated by the willingness of the Japanese to surrender and argued with his superiors to pursue it, he was literally

told to keep quite, as "we were out of The Great Depression, factories were employing millions of people, and we needed to keep

the war going for another year." Words to that effect. When he asked, "What about all the people getting killed and maimed on

both sides?" he was again reprimanded and resigned. On a follow -up, I read an online letter he sent to a fellow West Point

Brigadier General admonishing him for backing our illegal war in Vietnam. NATO makes the old-fashioned MaXa or national

crime syndicate seem like Boy Scouts, in comparison. May Russia prevail.
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"Ukraine War Is a Scam" And like with the covid scam, real people are dying, including from USA, Europe and allies. Could it be that the

Biden family also has a dog in the Xght?
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There are two primary reasons for the current world crises and both are on the backs of incompetent Politicians. First, is our incessant

(and illogical) pushing for Ukraine to become part of NATO. Ukraine was part of the USSR from the end of WWII until the fall of the

USSR in 1991 and Putin has always considered it part of Russia; not to mention a vast resource rich buffer between him and the west

and a strategic port on the Black Sea. That we have been pushing Ukraine to join NATO was a direct threat to Putin and he said many

times that he would not invade Ukraine if we promised they would never join NATO.

We refused and continuously led the Ukranians on, even though likely it would never happen. Don't bother to call me a Putin apologist
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We refused and continuously led the Ukranians on, even though likely it would never happen. Don't bother to call me a Putin apologist

or a Russian asset because I think he's a thug and a criminal, but these are the facts. Secondly, Biden's immediate crushing of our

energy independence (along with Germany's and Europe's own "green new deal" policies over the past decades) have made Germany

and Europe almost totally dependent on Russian oil and gas.

This has quietly and covertly castrated NATO and nobody will talk about it. Putin watched the debacle in Afghanistan, he saw Biden's

fecklessness, and Biden even signaled to Putin that the U.S. would not intercede if he invaded. No wonder he attacked. The sanctions

are not working because Europe (and China, and India) are still buying Russian oil and gas and effectively funding Putin while we send

billions (that we don't have) for another unending war that we don't want and didn't get to vote on.

A negotiated peace should be sought immediately but we refuse. No there's a new refugee crises in Europe, commodity and fertilizer

shortages fuel inTation and potential starvation in parts of the world. Hundreds of thousands will die in Ukraine and there's the

potential for escalation of the war beyond Ukraine. Sadly, it was all preventable and was and is on the backs of Politicians and our

government policies.
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From the bit we are aware of the Ukraine war, it appears to me more of a ''' Hey kids, here are some machines & toys, go make a mes in

next door''. Make the place look like beirut, commit crimes against humanity & any one in your way. Do anything you want, go play. Its

more vanadium & terrorism than a war. Invaders appear to be scattered w/ minimal focus.
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I don't see it as a protracted war. I've lived over there and have relatives from my wife's greater family. With the Nazi Azov battalion

down in numbers after Mariupol, the motivated Xghters are gone. The biggest sport right now is evading the draft. Nothing is scarier

for 18-year-olds is to hear that the UK and the US won't allow the Kiev regime to surrender yet know that Russia cannot be defeated.

The meatgrinder has already claimed 200,000 UKR army casualties. 100% of the blame of the special operation war is on the

shoulders of the US Obama-Biden regime for invading and overthrowing the Kiev government in 2014.
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without doing anything to pressure Putin to pull out of Ukraine. Jct: Do you really think Putin should let the *** in Ukraine get nukes on

his border. Howd Kennedy react to nukes in Cuba. But Putin can be dissed while Kennedy remains praised? How quickly people forget

their history.
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Bingo! Somehow what's irritating to the US is not supposed to irritate any other country.
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How long have we all known this is 100% intentional, and yet the 2030 agenda just moves ahead according to plan very day, month and

year now by those perps orchestrating all of this just doing so without abatement? The Teecing of America is allowed by those we

believe are very good people whom we elect as servants in Washington. We get a lot of hu>ng, pu>ng and peacock theatre, but it's all

just allowed isn't it. Justice...what a concept
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This is the best article about the war in Ukraine I have read, yet! Congratulations, Dr. Mercola! You should be a diplomat!
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Great article, but zero accountability anywhere to be seen
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Whatever happened to diplomacy, peace talks and negotiation?
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There's no money to be made from it.
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Those are also a farce. Simply a play on a stage. I remember the Peace Talks with good old Henry around 1970. Their biggest

disagreement and argument before they even began was what shape the table was going to be!
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They don't want it.
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..."diplomacy, peace talks and negotiation" are just three of many reasons the Xlthy traitors hate their nemesis, President Trump.

The myriad active attempts to destroy both our Constitutional Republic and major impediment to their Great Reset, our 'peace

through strength' - America FIRST - anti-commie - freedom-loving - Constitutional Republic-loving President Trump, are on hyper

warp speed!
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If the US would have kept their nose out of this conTict it would have been over many months ago. Think how many innocent lives

would have been saved. The US, yet again, has blood on the hands. This will lead to WWII, just like the globalist and joe wants. If you

can't understand this started in Genesis and will end in Revelations I suggest you read the book. We were warned but this nation threw

God in the trash and now we got what we got. All i can say is I am glad I am old and got to live in a free country most of my life. I sure

pity the younger generations though. They haven't got a clue what is happening.
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An old axiom is that the Xrst casualty of war is the truth. Another, but obscure, axiom is that all wars are banksters' wars. I have found

that axiom to have a sound basis. It is not about money; it is about control. Those in control, the billionaire bankster class, are

pathological narcissists in the same sense and manner that Tsars & Kings were/are and have no empathy.

topdocumentaryXlms.com/all-wars-are-bankers-wars  We learn our humanity as babes in the arms of our caregivers. When one is

raised in a 100 room mansion or castle, the care is given by servants. At some point it becomes apparent that those people with which

you have a human connection are not important.

They are lesser than you causing a psychic break with humanity. That people would suffer and die for you seems natural because all

those of importance say so especially the mercenaries and minions that cater to the billionaires. Napoleon & Adolph devastated

Ukraine on the way to Moscow. Russia sees the bankster led assault on Ukraine as another attack after the resources of Russia. In

1964 I took a course in Economic Geography. There were then 21 minerals essential for industrial societies. The USA had 11 or 12, UK

8, Germany 8, the USSR had 19. The repeated attempts to conquer and control Russia became obviously more than Napoleon's and

others egos.

Napoleon was Xnanced by banksters. Though Adolf provided most of his own Xnancing, banksters & the .00001% urged him on. The

Russian Orthodox religion still forbade usury & so did the Soviets. Arthur Schiff from Wall Street sent Trotsky to Moscow in 1917 with

$25 million, a huge amount, to set up a private central bank. Lenin, Stalin & others were having none of it. They understood that private

banking at interest would destroy their Revolution just as it had destroyed the French & American. The current war is Russia once

again Xghting off the banksters' mercenaries. Old Ben said there is no good war nor bad peace. I stand by that.
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One of the ways banksters control is through addiction. Remember the Opium Wars? Many of the bankster families of the West

began as opium traders. The Delanos as in FDR. The Forbes as in John Forbes Kerry. The Browns of Brown University and

Providence Bank also traded in slaves and rum. FDR said his greatest achievement was saving capitalism. He did so Xghting

against some in his own class per Smedly Butler. He could see an insurrection brewing and did what he must to cool it. Opium

was at the core of the Afghan war also. Before the invasion the Taliban had banned opium growing. After the invasion

Afghanistan once again was the worlds' leading producer.

The Vietnam War was also about opium. The French Connection had returned after WWII but were defeated at Dien Bien Phu so

the US stepped in. soundcloud.com/guns-and-butter-1/skull-bones-secrecy-and-our-republic-..  and heroine started arriving in

body bags. During the Iran-Contra Hearings the Chief Financial O>cer of the Medellin Cartel testiXed before congress. He was a

Harvard MBA. He discovered enforcement of money laundering was almost non existent. They would unload a pallet of cash

onto the tarmac and be met by a rep from a big bank who would take charge of the cash. He said there was a long line of MBAs

clamoring to take his job. Many are aware of how the Petrodollar addiction has been created and used to maintain control.

Russia is threatening the petrodollar by demanding payment in rubles. The International Banksters are like Godzilla Xghting to

the death and wreaking havoc. The billionaire class are after control. They can create inXnite amounts of money digitally. True

wealth lies in land, labor & resources which cannot be created digitally. They want to impoverish & enslave with debt the 99%.

2004 Pinochet was detained in Spain for crimes against humanity. 2006 the Bush family purchased 300 acres in Paraguay over

the Guarani Aquifer, the larges fresh water reservoir.
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Paraguay has no extradition treaties. The area of land is larger than all 5 buroughs of NYC and would make a nice self su>cient

kingdom. Russia is well aware of the billionaire class and its mercenaries establishing havens in the Southern Hemisphere. The

air and water masses do not mix much North to South because of the coriolis effect. They are also well aware of Pentagon

plans covering all imaginable scenarios. Among them are plans for a winnable nuclear war. What winnable means to war

planners does not fall within the realm of sanity. The Russians have said they have developed a nuclear powered, nuclear armed

cruise missile with unlimited range able to Ty at low altitudes to evade detection.

One of the reasons stated by the Russian Defense Minister was to deter any who might start a nuclear war and think they can

escape to the Southern Hemisphere. He called it the revenge missile. One wishful goal is to educate the youngsters about the

evils of private corporations and banks so that they can be banned when they rebuild after the probable collapse of civilization.

A well stocked physical book library may be the best resource for that. Digital libraries will be gone.
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Why, I'm amazed that mainstream media hasn't reported in detail on this during the Nightly News from America's Most Trusted Anchor

(tongue in cheek). Personally, I'm done with their BS mandates and the rest of the shameful deep state crap.
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Simply DO NOT COMPLY
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Isn’t it the norm that businesses supplying the weapons of war and the Xnancial/banking industry always beneXt during times of

conTict/war?
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Yeah, the US Dollar is becoming worthless and the only money the USA can make on Earth's Markets is with Bombs and Guns ,

Pizza and Burgers...so the USA must have 'War" to sell its bombs ..........bombs and guns are the USA only exports .....now the

USA virtually is a Third World Country...
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Yes, that is the norm.
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What is probable is the West wanted to cause Russia to enter the conTict by refusing the Minsk agreement and attacking the Donbass

region which is Russian speaking. It was all part of a global agenda to reduce Russia to client state. What a reversal has resulted the

global agenda in decline and Nationalism is rising.
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How is the world ruled and how do wars start? Diplomats tell lies to journalists and then believe what they read. -- Karl Kraus The

whole thing is pathetic, but as usual - innocent suffer. The world will be in shock when the whole truth surface . The West should stop

supporting Ukraine with weapons, and stop testing Putin in order to Xnd his "red lines", bc once stepped over - there will be no way

back
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'Surprising beneXciaries'. Why am I not surprised?
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N_caywoman
Joined On 6/12/2009 1:08:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My sources of information on the war (none is US source as you can see) The Duran (The UK) Alex Christoforou (Greece) The New

Atlas (Thailand) Patrick Lancaster (live from Eastern Ukraine battleXelds since 2014) Watch: Burnt Alive in Odessa documentary on YT
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LearningNew
Joined On 6/2/2022 10:52:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Laugh of the morning...someone posted about "a PRIVATE MESSAGE" on (anti-freedom, traitor Commie/Globalist owned/run

Facebook. Hello...there are no PRIVATE messages on Facebook...to remain on that site is folly.
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John844
Joined On 6/5/2022 2:53:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

by the way  "EPA Just Got Authority SLASHED By Supreme Court"
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and6079
Joined On 2/16/2021 8:59:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My understanding is that Russsia banned the export of ammonium nitrate and other fertilizers. Google "Russia banned export of

fertilizer". Russia's ban probably relates to the nitrogen in fertilizer being used to manufacture explosives. Numerous other points in

this article seem equally inaccurate. For example, why would Putin say the USA needed to give businesses that wanted to but Russian

fertilizer greater reassurance that fertilizer was not sanctioned when Russia has itself banned its export? The assertion that the west

provided Russia with missiles and military high tech parts is equally absurd. Russia makes its own missiles, and according to Russian

law all components of military arms must be made within Russia. Such propaganda appears to be intended to foster the view that

Russia was less competent than the west and would not be able to win the war without help from the west.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Search YT for Politickles Rowan and Martin's Laugh In. WAR IS GOOD BUSINESS starts at 1:20. Later on their news of the future 20

years from today has them saying President Reagan AND the Berlin Wall falling at the exact time it did!
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Pridesmom
Joined On 9/10/2009 11:18:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Funny when you go back to some of the older stuff how much it Xts what is happening today. I just watched the original "Left

Behind" with Kirk Cameron. In it talks about controlling the farmland so they can control the food. Enter Gates and china! Read

1984 and Brave New World. 2nd movie with Damien (The Omen) has Monsanto all over it. Even Jurassic Park and Boys from

Brazil introduced us all to DNA manipulation and cloning. We have been warned for years and to stupid to see it. I just hope its

not to late to change it but fear it is.
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PathNotes
Joined On 12/25/2012 3:44:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only good thing about the Ukraine war is seizure of the Russian oligarchy's Teet of super yachts. It is a stark reminder that political

division is not Left vs. Right, rather it is Top vs. Bottom.
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oreo952
Joined On 3/29/2020 10:56:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It was obvious to me that this so-called war’ was a bunch of BS. It’s another money making scam. It was used as an excuse to drive up

prices to make the greedy even richer. it’s about power, proXt and control!
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frankfv8
Joined On 10/10/2009 9:30:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The entire Free world beneXts from Russia Xghting . Sorros already has said that it has heald off the advance in the nwo . The press

and this administration is involved with Soross's
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

aFree world? Are you kidding? The entire globe is now oppressed. And this war saga is one more step in that direction. It's time

for the melodramas to be stopped!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

UGH!!!! The very notion of making money to proXt from murder,mayhem, starvation and misery! What is wrong with these people? I

want to tout here, that for parents to teach children ethics, and that we can proXt by doing good instead of evil, is key to this whole

saga. If parents teach their kids ethics, we will have a different world. Thank you all.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Read Edmond Paris, The Secret History of the Jesuits and then tell us what you think is going on in this world of wars.
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dclarke0gmail
Joined On 10/26/2007 8:58:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Believe it or not the Eagle vs Bear holocaust was prophesied in the Bible thousands of years ago. In the last 20 years the seal has been

lifted on the mosaic of scriptures that paint the full picture. Long study condensed: on Apr 22, 2024, one month after the USD's

engineered collapse, Russia will nuke NYC, LA & DC. There will be no MAD as the Eagle will be unable to respond. The goal is not

destruction but neutralization so that 6 days later the CCP can then land their whole military on the west coast, conquer and plunder.

It's an international conspiracy that will almost succeed but God will destroy the entire CCP military in the PaciXc in an end time replay

of Pharaoh's army in the Red Sea. The Eagle will survive only by God's grace and be given a new heart.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Valentina Zharkova February 11, 2021 at 10:27 am Thanks for citing our paper in ApJ by Shepherd, Zharkov and Zharkova. I was the

corresponding author but you obviously did not mention our contributions. The role of Shepherd was to Xnd the coe>cients in Euriqa

software, which has been fulXlled. All links to solar activity has been carried the other two authors who gave many osiers on this topic

before and after. Why do you hesitate to list our paper Zharkova et al, 2015 in Nature ScientiXc Reports?

www.nature.com/.../srep15689     It was the Xrst paper, which predicted not only a reduction of solar activity in cycles 25 and 26 but

also pointed out that it was the Grand Solar Minimum similar to Maunder Minimum!!

Please add this paper because it shows the solar activity for 2000 years with other GSNs! Kind regards Valentina

electroverse.net/scientists-who-warn-of-a-coming-grand-solar-minimum-a..  Heartbeat of the Sun from Principal Component Analysis

and prediction of solar activity on a millennium timescale V. V. Zharkova, S. J. Shepherd, E. Popova & S. I. Zharkov Possibly Valentina’s

magnum opus paper and charts that Xrst really laid it out in high detail: www.nature.com/.../srep15689     .pdf (the whole original

paper)

Electroverse is documenting/archiving the real-time empirical data [of V. V. Zharkova et al predictions] during the well informed

globalist’s multi-trillion $[counterfeited] theft of real assets, their preps and mega-mega-eugenocide take-down ww. We’d be Tyin’ blind

without the Cap’n and [A few of the] Scientists who warn[ed] of a coming Grand Solar Minimum and Little Ice Age] at the helm. Thanks

VVZ et all, appreciate all the work, it’s looking more and more everyday like you guys have been nailing it for the very few and it’s OK it’s

a small club. Cheers. | | electroverse.net/earths-temperature-saw-a-sharp-drop-in-june-as-did-so..
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM
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I too am appalled at all of the fruit going to waste on peoples’ trees. This observation really says it all. So many disconnects.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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Oh BoooooooooooHooooooooo
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Veganarchist
Joined On 11/29/2014 4:24:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

kev8395: A number of years ago, in a local newspaper, a former female detainee at one of the infamous Nazi camps said that the

Ukrainian SS guards were worse than the German SS guards and the Lithuanian SS guards were worse than the Ukrainians in cruelty

toward the Jewish inmates.
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Joined On 11/29/2014 4:24:02 AM
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rrealrose: Thanks for the bitchute link to Ben Swan. I miss watching his commentaries on RT, since Uncle Sam and the corporate

gangsters took that station off the air and internet earlier this year.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It appears Ben lost followers recently, was not sure when this happened...BTW, I found links in a sidebar of a bitchute uploader.

You may want to track who that was to follow more closely.
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HAPPY 4TH of July!! Beach. We are going to the beach!! BBQ & BEERS!! SALUDOS
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

None the wiser for this article. The original caveats still apply. Two bad guys do not make a good guy. Spats between them do not

further the good of humanity. We know already that Putin is a WEF buddy, so either the purpose of the Ukraine war is a distraction from

the main agenda (globalisation and one world government), an excuse to further impoverish Western nations and bring on a recession

or the spat is about NATO being close to Russia’s borders. Seems that Putin wants it both ways - he is part of the Great Reset but he

wants to maintain hegemony over Russia and the Eastern bloc - uncle Klaus won’t allow that.

The old East-West power struggle emerges once again to prove the immaturity of human kind as Dr Zelenko suggested. Power

struggles between members of the same criminal fraternity should not be our concern - except that many innocents are caught in the

crossXre. Ukrainian refugees are just pawns (on a par with cuddly polar bears) to appeal to our emotions and blame one side for all

their suffering while both sides play war games in the playground. “A plague on both your houses,” as Mercutio exclaimed on his death

bed.

Wars have a purpose, usually not a justiXed struggle against an enemy threat, but about the arms race, big bucks from war weapons, a

hidden agenda to promote a master race or some such nonsense. A step up would be nuclear war but those who play with Xre may

also get their Xngers burnt. Conveniently, all wars help achieve the avowed eugenist aim of world 90 per cent depopulation. Just look

at American corporate funding of the Na-zi war machine and holocaust in World War Two. Your enemies may fall out with each other

but they are still your enemies.
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Cabochon, thank you for saying that wtih nuclear war, the perpetrators themselves will (To say the least) "get their Xngers

burned.". Well said! As for the food shortages and Reset the Table (I am thinking of the horror story of serving bugs to people,

what abuse!!!!) well, it is similar to what the Naz***'s did to people in the Concentration Camps, and I am not talking about any

particular cross sector here. I am talking about this now happening, world wide. The mass cruelty has to be stopped. Who the

hell do these perpetrators think they really are?

Who is going to press war crimes charges, or sue? Win or lose, the fact is that nobody likes to spend their time in court, and it

also will help to keep them from doing all they do, if they must spend time in court. Given enough suits Xled from every corner,

then eventually we will win. FACT: Murderers have to be stopped! Does Everybody with a capital E agree, or are we All society

wide going to wring our hands and Moan Victim? I Don't go for that. God helps those who help themselves!
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Matthew 24 - Wars and rumors of warsWe are indeed in the beginning of Sorrows, so expect the pestilences, famine, and earthquakes

in divers places too!!!
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Dan 7:4-5 is future prophecy that applies here, only it's not much in the future anymore, April 2024, in fact. The Eagle and the

Bear holocaust will be the biggest death toll in human history but it will be limited to three ribs: NYC, LA & DC. Check my other

comment.
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vvella
Joined On 3/28/2016 9:39:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So Bill G is the largest land owner in the US and fertilizer is being imported from Russia quietly and there are reported food shortages

and trade sanctions on Russia. So will we be seeing new produce on the market in months to come?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/4/2022 6:24:22 PM
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Worlds Main Stream NewMedias are like toiletpaper......good for one wipe.... :) Years ago 1950s My Family had a farm..and as a

farmer's kid I grew up picking rocks and squeezing teats 'n shovellin' sh!t...... ya learn the hard way.... Todays kids have no idea what it

was like......and most have no idea how the food they eat is produced or grown or raised .  and its not the kids fault....nor most their

Parent's Fault.....its the Educational Department's Fault...and who runs the Board of Education ??  School Boards  mostly run by

Jews......
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and even today they "teach" Albert Einstein invented the atom bomb and he did the E=MC2.......and on and on......when the real

truth and proven facts are he was a mindless stupid theif ....a Tunkie and had NOTHING to do with Atom Bombs or

E=mc2........but its being shoved into every kid's mind and brain he was 'The worlds Genius' and he wasn't.......Nichola Tesla

was.... >>> www.goyimtv.tv/v/3042535018/ALBERT-EINSTEIN-A-PLAGIARIST-JEW-COMMUNIST..  

<<<>>>www.goyimtv.tv/.../Albert-Einstein-was-a-FRAUD   <<>>>>  www.goyimtv.tv/.../Meet-Albert-Einstein
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

interesting how Einstein was KICKED out of Berlin and all of Germany as he was , along with thousands or others as

Pornographic Dealers and distributors.....and Hitler hated Porn and porn's destruction of Berlin and the Morality of Germany's

people . FACT!!!!!!!!
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Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hitlers facts  the books never let ya see the "other side of the Coin"  >>>  www.bitchute.com/.../CrGckQwYWYdl   <<>>>>

 thegreateststorynevertold.tv   <<<>>>  www.bitchute.com/.../hWEgCSVUSiMU   <<<>>>>
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www.bitchute.com/.../52R3ToyBTX6v
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They had to eliminate Tesla before he exposed the fact that electricity can be free and available to everyone.
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brianallen1
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Add as Friend  Send Message

It IS the parent's fault for dumping their children off in the indoctrination centers to be brainwashed AND raised by the system.

All while they go off to chase the almighty dollar they worship.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yeah the USA used to have a thriving output.......now the USA main industry is Pizza,Burgers&Bombs.....USA is now a third

world...sucking off of China , Russia ,Brazil and others.... and Now the USA will be fryed by 5G.........little by little the 5G power is

increasing and the Pulsating Frequency of Radio Frequencies is gradually increasing....meaning one part of a second you are being

irradiated 'A' Frequency and second part of a second you are being irradiated by 'B' Radio Frequency and Third part of a second you are

irradiated by Radio Freq "C" and on and on.....24 hours a day 7 days a week...in schools or public building is even higher radiation of

RF...and RF penetrates building and structures with no problems...so it is virtually ' Cooking you Alive'....  And what can you do about

it??? live Underground.....deeper the better...and living deep within a forest is OK as trees do absorb much RF Radiation , generally

conifer trees (Pines) If your in a city....well kiss your asssets Bye-Bye...
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Eventually this NWO-WEF will succeed in eradicating most earths living things ...thats why they , NWO-WEF , using mindless

mankind to do the Labour of making 5G towers and assorted Radio Frequency Units to literally kill themselves....and their

families and every one else, not understanding or thinking about what they are doing...hey, they are NOT Paid to THINK....only

'Do the work' for 'Da Cash"" or the carrot.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~   IDK.....but today I am deep inside of MyMountain.....and the temperature is little less that 14* C about 57* F....nice

temperature to live comfortably at....good sweatshirt weather :) and I have a few blankets and Duvets to cuddle up with.... And

what's nice is this Temperature never changes  .....
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Don't forget genetically modiXed frankenfoods soaked with glyphosate as well as lab grown artiXcial food.
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WAR is BIG MONEY Yes KashInWithKikeKurentsy...AKA is the Jewish KKK
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Bankers make wars and who are the bankers.??  Jews ..... www.goyimtv.tv/.../All-Wars-Are-Bankers-Wars
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mrrobb,   WELL said!!
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Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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Come on! The 'West' (Laodicea/MYSTERY) 'lost' the contrived, planned, set-up dialectic Ukraine/Russia 'war' because it was planned

that way & served the ends of the lords of death highest up & deepest in with their science falsely so-called idolatrous humanist pagan

evolutionary philosophy & euthanasia goals & delusions. Cutting the ground from beneath their own feet & blaspheming, playing god

without excuse & as the spiritual father, the master, they've chosen: that old father of lies & his bad seed of lies & corruptions of all that

is good, right, true and/or pure: holy.

- They think they are getting away with something, but with their dealings with dry bones Israel regathered in a spiritually dead &

corrupt condition to the land, they only set up & fulXll the scriptures on the wrong side. Lining up for the antichrist system & the

fulXllment of Ezekiel 38& Psalm 83, with some passages of Isaiah KJB/AV. They prefer & pass off to the non-discerning, their god of

forces & corruptions of the words of God with their perversions crafted of men & devilish inspiration tempting the sin within their

fallen, corruptible Tesh in which dwelleth no good thing.

Only one seed can change that, the pure seed of the Father, the Word ...and word...of God, given & preserved of the Godhead, holy, holy,

holy & as man created in the image of God with body, soul & spirit...coming by the word& the quickening power of the Holy Spirit to

those repenting to believe: the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures, the resurrected one now seated at the right

hand of the Father & not the one of men's vain imaginations receiving the lies of their father, the father of lies.

The woman has only XX, & it is the father who carries & determines both 'x' and 'y', paternity & inheritance. Christ's about to stand

up....but Xrst men will build & receive their fake idolatrous & antichrist salvation with the fruit of it, playing god & falling woefully,

woefully short.
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When he said Brazil has left the west I stopped listening because he was wrong. Brazil is USA's strongest supporter in LATAM but may

have to realign if Biden keeps going left..however, ya can't get much further left then Biden is now..
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The article reeks. The crux of the situation has been the same for many hundreds of years. Your social classes are stratiXed, and your

social "values" are willfully blinded by Xnancial illusions. Bottom line: It's the corporate way. > "When a government is dependent upon

bankers for money, they and not the leaders of the government control the situation, since the hand that gives is above the hand that

takes. Money has no motherland; Xnanciers are without patriotism and without decency; their sole object is gain." > Napoleon

Bonaparte > (August 15, 1769 - May 5, 1821)
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While I agree that there are a lot of interests at play in this war, most of them nefarious, I absolutely disagree with the idea that Ukraine

or Nato provoked this war. Why do I say this? Because over a year ago, Putin wrote an essay where he stated that Ukraine had no right

to exist as a separate country and had always been a part of Russia (a lie, of course). Nato or no Nato, Putin has made clear that he

wants to restore the Russian Empire. He just recently compared himself to Peter the Great, and that he's only "regaining" Russian

lands. Wake up, people! Listen to what he says! Believing the Russian side of the story about the war is like believing the CDC and FDA

about the Covid jabs.

If Russia isn't stopped in Ukraine, it will attack Eastern Europe, it's that simple. As to the "horrible" treatment of Russian speakers by

the Ukrainians, I just spent a week at a camp with Ukrainian refugees (I live in Poland). They absolutely denied that any problems

existed. Now, they're refusing to speak Russian, or even think in Russian - their native language. The problem with this article is that it

leaves out what the Ukrainian people want. They want a secure and free country that isn't under Russia's thumb. Can't we blame them?
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This quote from Bloomberg is absurd, and I am surprised that Dr. Mercola provides a platform for the absrudities here. it is obvious

that the West provoked Russia into defending itself in Ukraine, that the West made the stupid move of sanctioning Russia and actually

stealing its assets, that the West had shot itself in the foot and is now blaming Russia. " "The US government is quietly encouraging

agricultural and shipping companies to buy and carry more Russian fertilizer, DAMAGE CONTROL, BIG TIME. . . . deliveries of fertilizer,

grain and other farm products from Russia and Ukraine that have been disrupted by President Vladimir Putin's invasion of his southern

neighbor.

[[RIDICULOUIS. The SMO has not disrupted any trade with Russia. It is western sanctions that have disrupted trade. IT IS WESTERN

PRESSURE ON GERMANY TO ILLEGALLY CANCEL NS2 THAT HAS RESULTED IN THE GAS DISASTER IN EUROPE]]] US and European

o>cials have accused the Kremlin of using food as a weapon, preventing Ukraine from exporting. Russia denies that even as it has

attacked key ports, [[WHAT KEY PORTS HAS RUSSIA ATTACKED? IT IS THE UKRAINE THAT HAS MINED HARBORS IN THE BPACK

SEA, NOT RUSSIA. ]] . . . The EU and the US have built exemptions into their restrictions on doing business with Russia to allow trade in

fertilizer, of which Moscow is a key global supplier.

[[HA HA HA. THEY DIDN'T GAME THIS OUT, DID THEY.]] But many shippers, banks and insurers have been staying away from the trade

out of fear they could inadvertently fall afoul of the rules. [[[WHOSE "RULES"? AS LAVROV HAS POINTED OUT, THESE "RULES" ARE AN

INVETION OF THE USA AND THE WEST. ]]] Russian fertilizer exports are down 24% this year. SURPRISE, SURPRISE!! US o>cials,

surprised by the extent of the caution SURPRISE, SURPRISE. BUT WHY? THE USA IS WRITING "THE RULES" THAT THEIR PALS ARE

FOLLOWING. USING BLOOMBERG AS A SOURCE IS PATHETIC.
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"Most wars are a means to an end, and that end is corporate proXts." Not in this case. Not for Russia. This is a major case of

projection.
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"That the West has made serious strategic errors in its support of Ukraine are now becoming more obvious by the day." - wow, Dr.

Mercola! I never expected this kind of comment from you. I grew up in Communist country under the Soviet (Russian) occupation. I

can assure you that globalist elite you rightly so despise is just a bunch of nice kids in comparison to Putin and his gang of hard core

criminals. I am very disappointed.
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I agree with one commentator that Dr Mercola should stick to health issues plaguing many in real time . Such articles have unintended

consequences of mental fatigue and deeper divisions among patrons
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russia does not have any justiXcation, it started a war. Just imperial anbition to destroy former colony rather than permit it to develop

on its own and be successful. russia was doing the same with Georgia, Chechnya, Moldova, it threatens Poland, Litva .... "ConTict" in

Donbas was created by russian mercenaries and separatists/terrorists who actually had started hybrid war, not by "nationalists" just

attacking people for speaking Russian. By the way, russia destroyed cities like Mariupol where many were russian speaking. So it is

not really about "protection of russian speaking", it is about terrorising, destruction of infrastructure and sovereignty
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You're funny Marialan. You ignore the coup that Victoria Nuland and the US did in 2014 and genocide of 14,000 Ukrainians in the

Donbass in the following 8 years. Or that Ukraine wanted to join NATO which would then put nukes on Russia's border. NATO

grew Ukraine's army from 30,000 to 200,000, trained and equipped it since 2014 and now the Ukraine army is being
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grew Ukraine's army from 30,000 to 200,000, trained and equipped it since 2014 and now the Ukraine army is being

EXTERMINATED. NATO has lost all credibility and Ukraine has lost its statehood.
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I respectfully disagree. I think Russia was provoked for years by the ever expansion of NATO and the threat of missiles on its

border. Check out: www.aldomariavalli.it/2022/03/07/declaration-of-msgr-carlo-maria-vigan..   Msgr Vigano does an excellent

job of explaining the history that provoked this war. The 2014 coup was instigated by the US to install a Ukrainian regime that

was not aligned with Russia. And it went on from there to the persecution of Russian speaking Ukrainians. Ukraine on Fire

illustrates that persecution. It seems it has been the intention of the US and the West to take down Russia for a long time.

Peace has not been the desired outcome.
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Are you a Ukrainian nazi supporter by any chance "Marina"? LOL Go back to your HQ in Langley and get a new script. Ukrainian

"refugees" are now being thrown out of east european countries because they have had just about enough of your entitled

behaviour and general thieving from people who took you in. Taking designer clothes from shopping malls and showing a

Ukraine passport stating "we don't have to pay"! LOL Same thing in 5* restaurants. Finally the local people have had enough.

Even Muslims in Germany who are immigrants themselves are now in public protests about you all. I wish we could upload

photos here as I could show you and everybody else what Ukrainian nationalism is like, The fanatics of Stefan Bandera (YOU will

know who that mass murderer was, most people here will not) murdered over 100,000 Polish, Russians and Jews in eastern

Poland in 1943, in what is now western Ukraine as part of their racist ethnic cleansing including the strapping of Polish babies

by their necks to trees with barbed wire.

Even the German SS were so shocked by the behaviour they intervened and escorted the remaining civilians further into central

Poland to escape the Ukrainians. They complained to Berlin about them. Before you say, "that was 1943", this psychopath

Bandera is still celebrated today in western Ukraine. This spring just a few months ago they were marching with their Nazi SS

Tags and swaztika's and photo's of Bandera chanting: "Bandera is our father" and such like.

The people in the streets were cheering them. At Easter pastries and cakes were sold out in the shops with AZOV and SS

symbols on the top of them, bought in the thousands by "ordinary" Ukrainians. The worst of which was an Easter candle with the

face of Jesus replaced by the drug addict pervert Zelensky and Jesus' robes changed to blue and yellow. Ukraine has a serious

social and moral problem, the peoples in Donbass are not terrorists just because the CIA installed regime said they were in

2014.
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B.S. - that's mainstream media propaganda. Ukraine is a globalist headquarters and the globalists own the media, which is why

you're being lied to.
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You have it ALL backwards; but I'm sure that you are well aware of that fact.
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"By the way, russia destroyed cities like Mariupol" That's just another of the western lies. You can see in videos on YT channel of

Graham Phillips that Mariupol has been far from "destroyed". Just many buildings were damaged by the Azov Naatsies

"defending" against the liberation of the population. Most buildings are still habitable.
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Marinalan - you are wasting your time. Most people here are nave lefties who despise their government (sometimes rightly so)

and love Putin and the rest of worlds dictators. They think America is bad (not true). One day, maybe soon they will get their

wish. US dollar will collapse and quality of life in the USA will go down by 60% OVERNIGHT. And then say good bye to cheap

supplements, organic food etc. Communism here in the States will disappoint most of them but by then it will be too late to

reverse the course. If Russia wins in Ukraine US dollar will lose. Most of people in US and Canada will lose too. Dr. Mercola

please stick to health and stay clear of politics.
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1990 - Sec of State - James Baker " Not one inch further East" regarding the expansion of NATO. Look at a map of NATO

expansion for context. If I wanted to control, and do so by destabilizing, how about a conTict involving: fuel (oil & nat gas), food,

and fertilizer? And ask this question; "With the completion of Nord Stream 2 pipeline (now abandoned) and the future natural

gas sales to Germany, was Russia baited into invading Ukraine? One needs to question the timing don't they? But those

questions never get asked.
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Well, alrighty then. To all of you arguing back and forth in response to this person's post about who is at fault with this "war"

going on in Ukraine, I say this: You are falling RIGHT into the hands of the globalist elite cabal's hands of division of the people

and the "pay attention to this hand over here and don't pay attention to what my other hand is doing" scheme. ***THEY, the

globalist powers that be, WANT you people arguing over who's right and who's wrong, virus v. no virus, Roe v. Wade, left v. right,

etc., you get it (maybe). You (we) need to stop this. STOP focusing on all of the distractions (and bickering/arguing/Xghting over

them).

PAY ATTENTION to the big agenda at hand. Your future depends on it. Stop falling for the tricks. Stand up and unite, people.

Stop letting them divide you. THAT is how they will continue to win. I do not really care what in the hell you believe. I am not

interested in your politics or your virtue signaling or your religion or anything else. I am interested in how WE can create

uniXcation between all of us, despite our differences (which, BTW were craftily created BY those powers that be). You know, the

old saying: United we stand. Divided we fall. There is so much division and derision in the populace and those power hungry

elitist psychopaths are sitting back in their luxury just laughing away at us.

Saying, in the creepiest voice you can imagine while rubbing their hands together, "Yes. Yes, the fools, the useless eaters are

going right along with our plan. We've actually TOLD them numerous times in the past exactly WHAT our plans are for them and

they STILL fall for it every time. He he." Now imagine Gates' grin when he talks about the NEXT "virus" coming. Admit you have

been played and move on. Stop taking sides. We are all on one side. The 99.whatever% of us v. the .01 or whatever% of the

globalist psychopaths. Nothing is going to change until we join together as a united group.
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Shannon_Flaherty - I agree with your assessment. This is a Fake Binary. In the end, it is about Power and Control - expanded by

The Powers That Be. "The Function of the Fake Binary"

 www.theburningplatform.com/2022/05/26/the-function-of-the-fake-binary/         Myself - I want sovereignty (The supreme and

absolute power by which an independent state is governed and from which all speciXc political powers are derived; the

intentional independence of a state, combined with the right and power of regulating its internal affairs without foreign

interference) for nation states.  And agency ( agency is the capacity of individuals to have the power and resources to fulXll

their potential) for individuals.
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America is not bad? Are you serious??? There are only TWO countries on the face of the earth the war machine has not attacked

or occupied! Denial is not a river in Egypt.
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